
ACROSS
1 Social media site for

people who like to
share their favourite
anagrams with the
world?

7 Blood type of 7% of
the Australian
population, for short

11 Foreign agent
14 Spanish grandmother
15 Not common
16 Blue, green, and

bronze colored bird,
native to New
Zealand

17 Make a speech error
18 Social media site

where people discuss
suitable or proper
behaviour given
various
circumstances?

20 Male cat
21 Painful joint

inflammation
22 Journey
23 Social media site for

people who like it
when things get dark
fast?

26 "Are you kidding
me?!?" (in an SMS)

27 Grades better than
dees but not as good
as bees

28 French plural article
29 College student's

stat.
30 It follows "ka" in the

Spanish alphabet
31 Enclosure with a

manuscript (abbr.)
32 Green vegetable in a

stir-fry, perhaps
36 Prefix meaning

beyond, farther
37 With 38 across:

Social media site for
people who like to
upload videos of
themselves using
sleight of hand to rob
passersby?

38 See 37 across
39 Spanish gold

40 ___ dogs, who were
trained to salivate at
the sound of a bell

42 Language suffix
43 Kobe Bryant's team,

on scoreboards
44 Anger
45 Reagan's "Star Wars"

program (abbr.)
46 Art model's stance
47 Chain of hills
50 Someone who spends

a lot of time online
using various social
media sites, which is
something you must
do to solve the meta

52 Curved part of the
foot

53 Cheesemaking
by-product

54 "... or ___ thought"
55 Social media site that

only allows the truth
about anything to be
uploaded? (if only!)

57 Some BBQs
60 Stay tuned (abbr.)
61 "Naked ___ I" (novel

about Rodin by David
Weiss)

62 ___ Marcos, infamous
for her many shoes

63 Prefix meaning under
64 Best Actress Oscar

winner for
"Moonstruck"

65 Social media site for
promoting the
Australian
pronunciation of the
letter "Z"?

DOWN
1 Fruit-based sandwich

spread
2 Where, in Latin
3 "Only Murders In The

Building", for example
(OK, that's just my
personal opinion, but
I wouldn't miss it, if I
were you!)

4 Stupefies with
alcohol

5 South American
mammal

6 Beam of 41 down

7 Belgian beer, Stella
___

8 Biblical book between
Micah and Habakkuk

9 Quod ___
demonstrandum

10 Obtain

11 Twinkly things in the
night sky

12 Black part of the eye

13 Adjective for little
dogs that bark
constantly

19 Sucking tube
accompanying a drink

21 "Timeo Danaos et
dona ferentes"
("Beware of ___
bearing gifts")

23 Freeze, as a
windshield

24 Animated TV series
about a biracial
fun-loving
princess-knight who
goes on quests, solve
mysteries, and learns
valuable lessons

25 Single-edged blade
on the end of a pole

26 Radius on a bicycle
wheel

29 Knowledge of
spiritual matters that
caused problems for
early Christians

31 Future fern

32 Passed quickly

33 Sporting arena
graced by Prince
Charles

34 Clean, as a
whiteboard

35 Early 50 across, for
short

41 "The ___ shines in the
darkness, and the
darkness has not
overcome it." (John
1:5)

45 ___-sensitive model
of church growth

46 Looked into

47 Floating platforms

48 Former Yankee
pitcher Hideki ___

49 Taxi in the US capital

50 "___?" "Yes, you!"

51 "I'm at your disposal"

53 "Stop, horse!"

56 Secretly include in an
email, for short

57 "We hear he is a whiz
of a ___, If ever a ___
there was"

58 How much you
should eat of this
(abbr.)

59 Day before Sun.
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